
This week,   

Having been given by God an insight into the harm done by greed and domination  
of people and Earth, Jeremiah [Jeremiah 4] is deeply troubled, as Roberta Ritson, 
in training for ministry in the Scottish Episcopal Church, investigates.

In Exodus 32, Moses stands up to God - and total disaster is averted, though damage 
is done:  crises leave scars!

The Psalms, where they’re not simply read devotionally, flowing over us in worship 
rather than becoming pause for thought, need some very careful and pastorally 
sensitive handling - not least Psalm 51, with the idea that the writer has been astray 
since the womb!  EcoCongregation Scotland Chair  Richard Murray 
considers.

Gillean Richmond, of  the Presbytery of the South West of Scotland, who 
undertook a placement with the EcoChaplaincy as part of her training for Church of 
Scotland ministry, provides prayers, alongside Richard Murray and 
EcoCongregation Scotland Staff

*** A downloadable major video reflection on this week’s readings  (to complement 
or take the place of a sermon) will be available by late August

Scripture Passages: 
Jeremiah 4:11-12 & 22-28



The ‘Armadillo’ with projections at night, COP26 Glasgow

Roberta Ritson: Scottish Episcopal Institute 
WHO SPEAKS FOR THE EARTH?

Jeremiah sees the consequences of addic2on to wealth and power, an urge so strong that violence is an 
everyday reality.  Some people are ready to kill others in their desire to dominate. Civilisa2on itself is under 
threat, today as back then.   
Other destruc2ve tendencies may be less obvious, even to the many who apparently would welcome a 
change in direc2on.   
Without suitable reflec2on fast food, fast transport links - even fast broadband- may all undermine 
rela2onships with the natural world, including those with one another.  
Responses to day-to-day experience stop being measured. Rather than building one another up and 
apprecia2ng life’s giFs there is a danger of becoming insa2able, craving more material goods, more s2muli, 
regardless of the cost.    
Habitats are disturbed, species dwindle, the delicate balance of inter-dependence is threatened.  Human 
flourishing becomes an illusion as fast communica2ons and consumer choice stop us from no2cing, really 
no2cing.   
The desola2on Jeremiah speaks of is real enough and uncomfortably close to home.   
We might wonder, whatever has happened, how might we begin to ‘live simply so that others may simply 
live’? 
Finger wagging is not the answer, no maLer how great the sense of en2tlement we see, so oFen juxtaposed 
with suffering and poverty. 

In a recent placement I was reminded that “undiluted prophecy” might be counter-produc2ve, that pastoral 
care involves plan2ng a vision of a beLer way while also caring for people, for listening to their hopes and 
fears.   
How about being the change we wish to see in the world?   

There are so many stories of sharing in the New Testament (see, for example, Acts 4:34). Embarking on this 
path we are in good company. 

( ECS staff)
The naturally intimate relationship of injustice and environmental turmoil is as much a matter of 
course for Jeremiah, as it  now has become for us, well past the time when the increased frequency  
of freak environmental events  are merely part of what’s expected “to winnow or cleanse”.  Where 
a congregation reads the text from a screen alongside the reading aloud of a reader, it would add 
understanding and depth if “Earth, Heavens, Mountains, Hills and Land were written with capital 
letters, aiding the sense in which  the plight of these fellow creatures, whose livelihood and 
wellbeing is a sign of the good management of their environment by human beings, and for which 
God looks to the people to be responsible. 
The feelings and wellbeing  of the environment matter to God, just as do the feelings and wellbeing 
of the people- and especially the poor!   The Earth shall mourn!

Even if there may have been a time when it was presumed that human activity could not shake the 
resilience of nature, or of the seasons, the climate etc, that time is now clearly long past, and thus 
the prophecies of Isaiah and Jeremiah in particular gain new and powerful meaning for us. This 
relationship grows alarmingly and observably with every increment in global temperature, and 
“God’s poor people” are those hit first and hardest. As Pope Francis has observed in Laudato Si, 
(the  ground-breaking document he produced in 2015:)  neither the care of Creation without 



concern for people, nor the naive care for people at the cost of the Environment make rational or 
moral sense. 

There is momentum to be accepted, because damage is already done, though not the loss of hope, 
of which God’s faithful people remain custodians.  Even the worst-case scenarios for the rest of 
our lifetimes are not ‘the end of the world", though the skills we do have need urgently  to be 
recycled, repurposed in wholesale transition with justice built in. As Alastair McIntosh has said, “the 
science is quite bad enough to be good enough to take [radical ] action.”
But once more, the loving warning of the ‘anger of God’, which is an Old Testament view of cause 
and effect, rather than a statement of peevishness on God’s part, is a gift, graciously if bluntly giving 
the opportunity for change, but not permitting any illusion that ‘all will be well’  if, by human choice,  
injustice continues.

Psalm 14 

( ECS staff)

A truly terrifying, and rather confusing  Psalm, which benefits from  reading in many different 
versions to open up nuances.
Despite the opening words, this is less critique of atheism than of the sheer folly, familiar in days of 
‘Code Red, [https://www.un.org/press/en/2021/sgsm20847.doc.htm]  of action without regard to 
consequence, and the horror of being caught up in a nation or culture where nothing restrains 
greed.  
There is bafflement  on the part of the Psalmist, and maybe on the part of God, at the sheer crass 
and counterproductive  foolishness of injustice  committed by the rich and privileged against the 
poor. 
We saw  something very like that  in the contribution of the  indigenous peoples from around the 
world to COP26  in Glasgow:  an incredulousness at how the exploitation of the Earth and their 
creatures could carry on heedless both of the suffering of Creation and the cost which is - 
measurably- coming home to roost.



Since punctuation is implied rather than carried through from original manuscripts,  the despairing 
cynicism of verse 1 could be taken as much as the atheism as ‘foolishness’.  Would this continue to 
verse 2?  That might be for scholars to argue.

It’s important for churches  to notice, highlight and celebrate the integrity of those in public and 
private life who do their best to live good and just lives, and of course, Jesus, in Matthew 5:16 
identifies the benefit of letting people see the good that you yourself do, that they may “praise your 
Father in heaven” as a result. 

There’s  a hint that for one generation at least, (as in the desert wanderings), it may be too late. 

However...
Because God is the ‘refuge of the afflicted’, where even the poor, the victims of injustice, are tainted 
by the corruption of the nation, nonetheless, those  hit first and hardest stand most chance of 
making the necessary changes.  In a ‘totally corrupt’ human ‘world' the victims are the most likely 
saviours. The innocent bystanders of Creation are the key to “salvation.” From them come the 
insights to heal the whole Creation.  And there’s a liberating  joy in being wrong when you learn 
from the wisdom of those you previously despised.

Exodus 32:7-14 

( ECS staff)
A classic model, you might say, of prayer as wrestling with God, which perhaps became a model for 
the intercessions of Celtic saints like Patrick.  A result for Moses, by the skin of his teeth!  And one 
of so many instances of the graciousness and greatness of God in ‘changing mind’. 
Do we have the courage to claim the power of the image and likeness of God, as we are liberated 
into a new identify from that, to defend which, we used to be prepared to dig in and never 
surrender?  Climate crisis nudges us to reconsider aspects of our faith which we might have 
believed were settled; to seek God’s word in places which seemed too scary or absurd to take 
seriously. 

But think of a time when you had cause to be deeply grateful for knowing you had been mistaken.

God’s quite startling change of mind, given the previous verses,  is the (slender?) hope brought 
down the mountain by Moses. And dearly bought, with what is itself one of the most remarkable 



acts of hope in the pages of the Old Testament, where, so often, the anger of God functions like 
cause and effect. 
In terms of the story, ‘disaster’ was well past the tipping-point.  On Moses’ return, an even more 
terrible incident follows, worthy of  ‘Game of Thrones,’ where loyalty is measured by your 
willingness to murder family and friends. Oh, and a plague, too!  
It’s far too difficult to read aloud where there’s a tradition of following a reading with “This is the 
Word of God”.  The Word, like God’s change of mind, might need to be wrestled out.
But disaster comes more through stupidity than evil: disregarding warnings, and being deceived by 
glamorous ‘solutions’, rather than costly guidance to build resilience to the situation in which we 
do find ourselves.

Finally, there is the futility of idolatry:  to make a congenial god in our own image or that of our 
wealth is to miss out on the benefit of the tough-love relationship with the reality of God, Creator 
and -even more crucially - Sustainer.

Psalm 51:1-11 

EcoCongregation Scotland Chair Richard Murray 
The psalmist’s lament is a plea to God for forgiveness and cleansing of ‘my 
transgressions’, ‘my iniquity’ and ‘my sin’, in response to a perceived existential 
threat. 
The dread realisation is that this is a consequence of the psalmist violating his 
relationship with God. The psalmist however has remembered God’s ‘steadfast 
love’ means that he can plead for mercy and God will cleanse him of his sins. 

The word translated as ‘mercy’ in the first verse has an association through its 
Hebrew root rahem with the noun rehem which means ‘womb’. So the mercy 
that is being sought is that sacred relationship between a mother and child, 
God’s steadfast love over all that God has made. 



This lament is about all wrongdoing not just one sinful act; and against not just 
fellow humans but all expressions of God!s generous love.  But lament is a 
process to embrace, not a state to live in permanently.  In verse 6 the psalmist 
pleads for God’s wisdom to cleanse his sinful heart of guilt and “create in me a 
clean heart” (v.10) enabling the kind of discernment that will make a new life 
possible. This is a universal message for everyone who falls short of living in the 
steadfast love of God. Our systematic failure to address the existential crisis 
brought on by climate disruption, being blind to the suffering of others, unfair 
economic systems, and the wilful extinction of species and harm to the health 
of global ecosystems, enumerate all the ways we have broken the covenant we 
have with God. Yet the psalmist dares to ask for forgiveness. By way of the 
process of lament, the hope for renewal is born.

( ECS staff)

Self-indulgently regretful, spilling over into that pastorally and personally 
dangerous claim that anyone can be ‘wicked from birth’, nonetheless,  the Psalm 
offers hope, not through submission or punishment, but constructive 
repurposing of a life gone astray, with or without  our own doing or intention.  
Take seriously anything which offends, annoys or disappoints you about this 
Psalm. It’s where the Word will nestle.

Putting things right, the Psalmist rather hopes,  is more important than pinning 
blame.  But for that, you do have to be clear about what is wrong in the first 
place.
In ‘environmental’ terms: Whatever the carbon footprint you start from, you 
too can be green as the lowland hills. But whilst it’s a good thing to 
acknowledge your impact by ‘offsetting’, or planting trees- the right tree in the 
right place, of course - do not deceive yourself that this gives any warrant for 
the continuation of harmful or self-destructive ways of life. 
The Psalmist, squirming, nonetheless prioritises carrot over stick. Joy and 
gladness are an essential, not a trivial accompaniment of the struggle to change. 
They are also a sign of a healthy church, and a wisely shared commitment to 
care for the Earth we love, rather than ‘penal servitude’.
For the good of all Creation: don’t waste time with ‘beating yourself up’.  Get 
on with it!  
Perhaps the whole is redeemed by Verse 11, which supplied part of the Iona 
Community’s morning prayers:
“Create in me a clean heart, O God,  
and renew a right spirit within me.”
That’s not a bad start to a day!



1 Timothy 1:12-17

EcoCongregation Scotland Chair Richard Murray 

This statement of gratitude is about the grace of God and salvation through 
Jesus Christ. At the time of the letter, Judaism and Christianity were not yet 
distinct religions and Paul the letter contains an important reference back to 
the covenant loyalty to the one God who is “merciful and gracious, slow to 
anger, and abounding in steadfast love and faithfulness” (Genesis 34.6). 
Mercy and grace are the loving actions of God to which we respond as 
believers with faith and love in Jesus Christ. God cares specifically about 
those who are considered sinners, and Paul is saying that he was an 
archetypal sinner, yet Paul claims that he was given divine authority and 
strength to pursue his leadership of the emergent Christian community as a 
result of God’s judgement and trust. This is an important encouragement 
because it argues that the patience of God is unlimited and however we may 
become estranged from God’s covenant, our estrangement from God can be 
retrieved. 


Paul’s lament for past actions was followed by active discipleship in the 
promotion of the Christian faith in gratitude for the opportunity to turn his life 
around. Gratitude is a movement away from self towards others and towards 
God. In the Ignatian ‘examen’ which looks into the heart we should ask 
ourselves -

• what we have been grateful for today?

• how much in this life do we take for granted? 

• What makes us feel dissatisfied? 

• what will make us more grateful? 

( ECS staff)

The polluter gone green; the fossil fuel executive turned eco-warrior (rather 
than archbishop?); the steak and burger man who suddenly turns up vegan, the 
professional greenwasher spreading the truth about the climate crisis, the 



smoker agitating for clean air zones,  the preacher fixated on “heaven”, who 
looks up in wonder  and sees..... the sky;  the ‘wise delayer’ of every vital issue 
who suddenly votes to ‘get on with it!’
  ....   What surprising and liberating corners have you turned in your life? Or 
your family, friends?  Or are converts even more  off-putting than the 
consistently pious?  And if you had a conversion story to tell, what might give 
you pause for thought as to whether to bite your lip and keep quiet after all?
What, in your own story, could encourage others? What might, if you make a 
change today?  In this brief passage, Paul is demonstrating his theory of the 
justification of Christian boasting. What is your view of Christian character, and 
does this sort of in-your-face approach do anything for you?  Does it 
encourage? Irritate? Annoy?
Yet again, it’s reality that piles on the pressure. After COP26, after so many very 
well-authenticated reports from the IPCC ( Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change) and the UK ‘Climate Change Committee) there is no 
remaining scope for any sort of ‘politeness’ or consideration which would lead 
us to hold back on brining into the beautiful sacred space of our churches the 
truly bad news of the state of the planet. Paul was not only choosing to preach 
and engage in mission; he also felt compelled, though, as we can tell here, not 
resentful at this meaningful compulsion.  
What are you  most grateful for in your own journey of faith?

Luke 15:1-10

EcoCongregation Scotland Chair Richard Murray 

These two stories evoke an image of a “God merciful and gracious, slow to 
anger, and abounding in steadfast love and faithfulness (Ex. 34.6); in one 
God is the shepherd who goes into the wilderness to find the lost sheep; and 
in the other God is the woman who rejoices because she has found her lost 
coin. The wilderness in Scripture is generally defined as desert, but geo-



physically for our contemporary ears this needs to be redefined. The early 
Christian eremitical tradition of the desert mothers and fathers and the Celtic 
monastic fondness for remote places have become romanticised. It has to 
be accepted that the physical wilderness is not an area of land in its original 
condition untouched by human contact, for there is no place on this earth 
which has not been tainted by exposure to human activity, directly or 
indirectly.  Issues of depletion and degradation of land, inequality and 
injustice in economic systems are more appropriate to an examination of the 
land. 


In the second story we have a house turned upside down in the search for 
the coin. This is God’s household. In the oikonomia of economy, ecology and 
ecumenism (or community), the common Greek root oikos means home. 
Human greed has strayed far from the hearth of human need and an 
ecological repentance is required from our prodigal lifestyle (the subject of 
the third story (Luke 15.11 - 32). The emphasis in the two stories is about 
finding something that is ‘lost’ and God’s rejoicing on finding the sheep and 
the coin. When sinners repent God rejoices in the transformation; but by 
contrast those who do not think they have a need to repent by changing their 
ways (the listeners to the stories) are critical bystanders, exceptionalists, who 
feel that they are justified in their own eyes or in the eyes of others. The myth 
of supremacy is the primary cause of injustice.


In both stories the searcher expresses gratitude in finding the things that 
have been lost, in recovering only what is needed, and practising 
contentment in a radical way by asking others to join in the celebration. We 
don’t require more to replace what has been lost; only sufficient to meet our 
needs and to search diligently when something has been misplaced.


( ECS staff)
A very traditional reading fits perfectly well for  the Season of Creation. The joy of 
the Good Shepherd who goes out of  their way to ensure the return of the lost 
sheep - who might be you, or someone you know. Or even humanity as a whole. But 
the mention of the “flock” does direct us in the first instance to the integrity of our 
own Christian community.  How do we cope with dissent and disaffection?
When it’s a matter of convincing ourselves and others to engage with change when 
we have ‘lost the plot’  the macho game of ‘winning an argument’ is not fit for 
purpose, even when change is obvious and urgent. That’s not the way the sheep is 
brought back to the flock. 
So often it is not just those apparently  outside our church, our community, our 
‘flock’ that are in need of special care to be retrieved, it is also ourselves.  We can be 
‘lost in plain sight’. Are we prepared to be picked up and taken home?
I like the generous and positive  way in which “a sinner” is “lost “ rather than “evil”. 
No punishment is meted out, no humiliation is involved, and indeed, the most special 



care - being carried on the weary shoulders of the delighted shepherd - is made 
available to the lost sheep, rather than a leash and a stick. 
Clearly too, given the chance, the sheep would rather be back with the flock. Is your 
community one which welcomes back,  or greets hesitant  returners with 
resentment?  The integrity and  wellbeing of the entire flock is the shepherd’s aim.  
Or would you prefer that the wayward sheep should be beaten and isolated  on 
their return?
In a time of crisis, threat and emergency, we convince ourselves and others of the 
truth and urgency of action in all our activities, or everyone loses. Our aim is not  to 
defeat opponents in debate, or grind down those who disagree with us, but to seek 
the way forward for the glory of God and the good of every creature.   
But don’t stint on sustaining celebration and encouragement: make sure  that “first 
small step” is neither the last nor the greatest. Take your own needs for ‘feeding’ 
seriously. 
Encouragement, of yourself and others, is a sacred duty.  And even at the risk of 
being thought as foolish as this unreasonably delighted shepherd,  the churches 
should bring the transforming power of love and forgiveness to every heated debate 
about policy, planning, net-zero,  and the use of resources. They’ll know we are 
Christians by our love - won’t they?

 
 
Sermon Ideas: ( primarily Luke 15)

Protestors over ‘loss and damage’ COP 26

EcoCongregation Scotland Chair Richard Murray 



The process of globalisation, growth of technology and travel have brought 
about the developed world’s capitalism systems and their commodifying 
logic. As a global community we share in the ultimate product of this 
engineering of our lifestyles, which is the perfect storm of global warming, 
loss of biodiversity, and injustice in the distribution of resources and food. 
Absent is any sense of collaboration and appropriate accountability, shared 
trust and and fruitful cooperation with each of us playing our part, not just 
thinking about our own needs, but always seeking the common good. 


For the Enlightenment philosopher Adam Smith, gratitude was both a natural 
passion and a vital civic virtue. Although Smith held self-interest to function 
as the framework of civil society, he thought gratitude was crucial in holding 
it together, for it embraces us in the happiness and misery of others beyond 
ourselves. The rich and powerful use illusions about their exceptionalism to 
justify their privileges. 


Jesus did not differ from the Pharisees and Scribes in his attitude to 
sinfulness and the need for repentance, but was critical of their response to 
their religious duties. Jesus was patient with the tax-collectors and sinners 
because he saw their potential for change. Paul’s was a zealous member of 
the Pharisee party but his life was transformed from a career persecuting 
Christians to becoming an apostle for Christ. God’s patience is exemplified 
in the behaviour of the dutiful shepherd and the diligent householder. Both, in 
gratitude for recovering the possession they valued, shared their joy by 
calling in friends to celebrate.


Are we like the sheep that got lost through its own foolishness seeking out 
fresh pastures with little sense of the impending danger? And is the lost coin 
like so many who suffer from climate injustice through no fault of their own? 
Justice is rooted in the very being of God and human and natural 
communities are both ethically important. We need to do more than display 
our ‘phylacteries’ of car stickers and lapel badges. Changing to more 
sustainable diets and switching to an electric car are laudable acts but 
should we not do more?


If creation is being menaced with extinction does the earth not have the right 
of justice?  Can the earth raise its voice in protest?  Or does this personalise 
nature with a New Age conception of the world that denies the ontological 
distinction between God who created the world and everything that has 
been created?  Nature responds to God in its own right. Nature has a 
spiritual voice that speaks from the intimate heart of matter.  It has long been 
silenced by the human voice, but today is finding its own voice.  Time for us 
to hear its voice, to lament and, as bearers of God’s image and likeness, fulfil 
the divine commission for the care of creation.




( ECS staff)
If the ‘lost sheep’ can be returned to the flock, and be a source of such joy, then it’s 
right to emphasise that the good of all, and indeed, of all Creation, is a far greater 
priority than punishment, humiliation or retribution.  We haven’t got time for such 
peevishness, when every positive contribution counts.

How do we ensure that we’re not too shy, embarrassed  or ‘grown-up’ to celebrate  
even the smallest positive step and change of mind, rather than being overcome by 
the overwhelmingly bad news on which our news media seem to thrive?  How do 
we build up the spiritual resilience of our congregations  to face reality with hope?  

 Clue: even and especially, the ‘Good Shepherd’ does not underestimate their own 
need to be sustained by celebration.
How, on the other hand,  do we balance traditions of Christ as ‘judge’ with his 
assurance that ‘those who come to me, I will never drive away’ (John 6:37)?  And 
indeed, how do we show that repentance, change of mind, change of life is a much 
more attractive option than staying in a hole and keeping on digging? 
Who, then, is the ‘lost’ sheep and who are the unstraying  majority?  Can we see this 
locally, globally, within our own church, and personally?

At COP26, voices were not only raised, but also acknowledged,  concerning the 
responsibility of the rich ‘global north’ nations, who have thus far benefitted 
financially from what churches have identified [cf http://wcrc.ch/accra ] as a 
fundamentally unjust  global economic system, to pay out in recognition of ‘loss and 
damage’ suffered by those on the ‘front line’ of climate change.  

The figure of $100bn was suggested, but certainly didn’t find adequate backing, even 
from nations who conceded the justice of the argument. It sounds a lot,  but is far 
less than, for instance, the proposed replacement of the UK’s nuclear weapons 
system.

That’s where we need one of the OT passages to complement the ‘Lost Sheep’ story.  

A lost sheep, by and large, hurts no one but themself. The waywardness of our 
economies, ‘addicted’ to fossil fuels, as US Admiral McGinn put it, causes wars,  and 
the displacement of peoples. 

Over and above the harm to those whose voices we - but not God - have 
disregarded: the Earth, Heavens, Mountains, Hills and Land, all of whom  God, in the 
Jeremiah passage, grants a say in holding God’s people to account. 

Our ‘othering’ of fellow creatures and creation, ‘holding them of no account’ [cf 
Isaiah 53:3] does serious harm to all Creation including, of course, sooner or later, 
ourselves. 



But are we prepared to be sought out, brought back, by a Christ who puts so much 
effort into the warnings we continue to ignore?  And are we - like the sheep, perhaps 
- humble enough to enjoy  the liberation of being shown where we go wrong?

=========================================

PRAYERS AND OPENING/CLOSINGS

Call to worship  ( ECS staff)
God, who seeks healing of the Earth
Heal us from clinging to what causes harm.
When we have lost our way
Go out of your way to bring us home
And in your joy, when we see sense
May we rejoice, delight and praise you always!

Week 2 - Prayers - “Injustice causes suffering”

EcoCongregation Scotland Chair Richard Murray 

Creator God, sustaining the Creation that surrounds us,

we confess that we have failed to cherish the world and all that lives.

Give us the courage to seek your forgiveness.

Lord, in your mercy, hear our prayer.


The fields and the forests and the oceans weep;

the existence of life has become fragile and unstable.

Open our ears to the cry of our common home.

Lord, in your mercy, hear our prayer.


We pray for the vulnerable people who are facing droughts;

and those whose homes and livelihoods are wrecked by storms and floods.




Help us to find creative solutions for a sustainable future.

Lord, in your mercy, hear our prayer.


We pray for the earth that is alive with your glory;

may we cherish and never take for granted the beauty and bounty you have 
gifted us.

We ask that you will strengthen, restore and inspire our hearts today.

Lord, in your mercy, hear our prayer.


Set us free from our bonds of selfishness and indifference.

Set us free by the grant of your peace.

Help us to become a shining light of grace and a voice for justice.

Creator and redeemer, help us to be agents of care, justice and hope. 
Amen. 

Prayers of Adoration, Confession, Absolution and Supplication 

(Gillean Richmond, Presbytery of the South West of Scotland) 

May we, in our gathering and this sacred space, 
be blessed,
opening ourselves ever more fully
to that Mystery which lures us onward
into life and creativity.

Let us pray. 

Eternal Mystery, 
God, present in evolution and environment,
ice-field and galaxy,
from tiniest particle to largest organism
the Divine is evident:
in living webs and the weaving of life,
inhabiting spaces as yet unexplored,
ever unknown and eternally sought.
.
Our environment surrounds, feeds, enables, sustains, 
yet care is neglected as we shy from responsibility
to human, animal, and plant life on earth.
Our world cries out in pain at our continued destruction:
we omit to act, 
choosing to be complicit with harm.

God, bring us back to fellowship,
give us pardon,
forgive our sins, 
grant time for amendment of life,
and assure us of Eternal love.



Met with essential truths of the Mystery of Love,
emboldened by Love’s blessing upon our journey 
we become alive to God’s action in us,
how we can speak for the earth,
in action and word, 
give thanks for our possibilities,
draw attention to Earth’s needs, 
grateful for the enduring care 
and example shown by Jesus, 
in whose name we offer our prayers, 
Amen. 

. 

Prayers of Thanksgiving, Intercession, Commemoration of the Faithful Departed and 
The Lord’s Prayer 

Let us pray 

Sun, shining low on the horizon, 
warming the shortening autumn days:
gardens and parks become blazes of colour,
trees and earth preparing to rest, rejuvenate, 
restore for next year.
We give thanks for a season’s gifts, 
welcome nourishment for body and soul,
and acknowledge the movement of time 
in phases of life and death.

We pray for all those charged with creating change:
change in attitude, understanding, priorities, intent,
for political leaders to hold true to their calling as carers for our world:
that all responsible for environmental decisions can
see beyond immediate economic concerns, 
creating a vision for a shared world order, 
enabling an environment of hope
and speak for Earth,
for the burden of responsibility to be communal, 
and all harmful agendas to be shelved. 

We lift up before God, the young, 
the vulnerable in every community,
all in positions of trust.
Remembering all who tend earth and animal, 
sustaining our existence through food,
and those who nourish our emotional lives,
in friendship, family, companionship, laughter, and joy,
we give thanks.

We honour individuals who have shaped
our patterns and understanding of worship:
Saints, Martyrs and Mystics, 
whose insights we value, 



whose examples we honour.

We bring silent prayers of our own burdens, both those of love, and those which lie heavily upon 
our hearts.………………….

We pray for those who have died, 
that they may rise to eternal life,
and that we may so live on earth
that we are all prepared
for meeting God in our lives.

Amen

Closing  ( ECS Staff)
God, who unshackles, lead us
to freedom with justice

Christ,  Word made flesh
Help us cherish the Earth

Wild Wind, who remakes through the cycles of nature
repurpose our lives as Good News for Creation

AMEN

MUSIC CHOICES

We commend the  excellent ongoing resource via Trinity College, in which our board member, Iain 
McLarty, is full involved:

Trinity College: Songs for Sunday
https://www.trinitycollegeglasgow.co.uk/post/creation-time  



And finally: A new song to metrical tunes: ( ECS Staff)

Here is the news
Meter 9898 
( e.g. St Clement ‘The day thou gavest).
Go carefully with Verse 3!

1) Here is the news: the Earth is crying
Here is the truth- our lives will change 
Here is God’s will - for love and justice
Here is the chance to read the signs.

2) As Jesus warned with loving stories
As Jonah’s awful news hit home
As even ultimatum heals us
truth breaks the chains we’ve made our own.

3) Truth threatens yet also gives access to blessings
The stories always are diverse:
Hope truly exceeding hope’s rational grounding
Flows from our trust in God, love’s source

4) So ears and eyes, and minds wide open
are gates and portals for God’s care.
So Jesus’ teachings speak directly 
to lived experience; now, and here!


